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 Now she's sifted through details, resources and expert advice from in the united states to create
a practical handbook that will assist homeowners be better prepared if disaster strikes. And each
year people who have dropped everything state, "We didn't think it would happen to us. Only if
we'd been better ready. What you do throughout a wildfire could save your life." Everything you
perform before wildfire strikes could save your valuable house. - Assessing Your Risk - Firewise
Building and Remodeling - Defensible Space You Can Live With - Progress Preparing: A Pound of
Prevention Can Save a huge amount of Trouble - Evacuation Essentials: What things to Take,
When to Keep, How exactly to Escape - Insurance: JUST HOW MUCH YOU WILL NEED, What It
Covers, How It Works - Filing a State: Insider Tips and Tactics - Recovery: Picking Up Your Pieces
and Beginning Over - Our Story Writer and researcher Linda Masterson knows what it's like to flee
a wall structure of flames in the center of the night. She escaped with her life and small else
when her Colorado home burned to the bottom in 2011.Every year wildfire destroys a large
number of homes, devastates countless lives and burns an incredible number of acres. And if
your home is damaged or destroyed, everything you do now can make it much much easier to
put your daily life back together.
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 and what to do if you drop your home to wildfire. This book is very good. Ms. The publication
"The Fire Smart Home Handbook" has more information about how to protect your home from
wildfire. Good information about how to document everything you own if the home burns and you
need to make an insurance state. The other half is about homeowners insurance, evacuation, and
what happens next if your home is destroyed or broken. Both books are well worth reading. This
book is very helpful for those who have been affected by wildfire in any way, whether complete or
partial property reduction, a close-call, or surviving in a location with high fire potential.
Worthwhile! I have browse the reserve, and will continue to use it as a reference as I prepare my
family and my home for an emergency. Excellent Resource This book is a great resource for
those surviving in WUI to prepare for the risk of wildfire. Very Helpful and Well Worth the Cost.
Well written and I recommend it to my clients... She would have been my neighbor, had she
stayed in Colorado. neighbors fighting these problems in the wake of the fire. Everyone should
read this, also if they don't reside in the woods. It's worth being ready for any disaster. Quick read
& Linda's book offers preparedness, hope, and resiliency - and something reader says a huge
thank you! Great details and surprisingly interesting! I had not been disappointed. My first copy
arrived in the mail last week. Before the night time was out, I had read enough to choose to buy
several more copies. It offers vital information on how best to determine fire risk on a house
before you purchase; is trying to teach his neighbors about being Firewise. The others were for
close friends who dropped their homes in the High Park fire - all are amid some version of the
insurance nightmare. Since Linda lost her house in the Crystal fire - a year before the High
Recreation area fire - she is much further down the learning curve and her publication is very
helpful to those of us who haven't figured everything out yet. This book addresses the spectrum
from how exactly to improve your odds of your home surviving a wildfire to how exactly to pick
up the pieces if your home is destroyed.Linda's writing balances her personal tale and resilience
with accessible information and tasks for anyone who lives in wildfire-potential locations, the
Wildland Urban User interface (WUI). Linda's publication gives readers the knowledge to know
how to proceed, provide, and save during an evacuation. A highly appreciated book for anyone
who has been suffering from wildfire Upon the first few web pages of reading Linda Masterson's
reserve, Surviving Wildfire, I was struck by strong feelings left over from Colorado's 2012 High
Recreation area Fire. The opening pages filled me with a great sense of empathy, and a
connection to Linda's story, as well as to others who have lost homes during wildfires. how to
reduce risk through building components, landscaping, and site selection; Linda does an
excellent job of putting lots of information in a little book that is readable. Linda's thoughtful, well-
researched, and thorough book offers readers the information they need to be prepared before,
during, and after a wildfire. essential reading Masterson is a good writer, this is the second of her
books that I have go through.This book helps readers to prepare yourself and ready, this means a
great deal throughout a fire emergency. I would suggest that anyone living in - or thinking about
living in - the WUI should examine this book (and give a duplicate to all or any your neighbors).
She also walks readers through the difficult procedure for picking up the pieces after a total or
partial reduction, how to approach insurance companies, and understanding the decision-making
process of rebuilding or shifting. Important topic As a survivor of the High Park fire - one of the
most significant fires in the annals of Colorado - and a 30 yr veteran on the local VFD, I was
anxious to see this book because I have so many friends & A Must Read for People Who Live in
the Wildland Urban Interface Surviving Wildfire is certainly a must-read for those who are
considering moving to the WUI and in addition those who are already living in their fantasy
homes in the woods. how and why specific fires become catastrophic;The book is small but



power packed. One of those copies was for my dad who lives in the WUI west of Denver & Linda's
terms also instilled me with recognition of the personal choice to reside in the WUI, which
includes both great beauty and peace, as well as a great responsibility of living in a nonurban
area. This comprehensive publication not only covers you skill to reduce threat of losing your
home to wildfire, but also how exactly to recover if disaster strikes.Protect YOUR HOUSE from
Wildfire, and Homeowners Insurance in case the worst occurs. Half of the book is about
protecting your home from wildfire. Masterson walks you step by step through the insurance
maze to make sure you have the best chance of getting everything you paid for.We highly
recommend this reserve to Homeowner Associations, Communities, Programmers, and other
people who lives or functions in the WUI.Helen McGranahanCareer U.S.Forest
Provider/BLM/National Park Program EmployeeFirewise Board Chair-Silver Celebrity
SubdivisionCuster SD
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